Reporter constructs showing proper globin gene switching in cultured erythroid cell lines.
Recent advances in the study of globin gene switching in the context of complete gene locus have contributed greatly to our understanding of developmental regulation mechanism of globin gene expression. However, it is not clear yet whether the cluster is sufficient in proper gene switching when the globin genes are replaced with conventional reporter genes. Furthermore, even though erythroid-specific and ubiquitous transcription factors involved in erythroid-specific globin gene expression have been characterized and some plausible globin gene switching models have been suggested, any specific factor directly involved in globin gene switching is not yet identified. In this study, as an effort to further understand globin switching mechanism and to identify globin switching factors, we constructed reporter vectors by juxtaposing several putative regulatory elements in human beta-globin locus to conventional reporter genes and analyzed their stage-specific expression in erythroid cell lines. At the end, we demonstrated that gammabeta-type constructs, in which both gamma-type and beta-type globin reporter genes were linked in cis below beta-globin locus control region (LCR), show proper stage-specific reporter gene expression in erythroid cell lines and also recapitulate globin switching in cell hybrids.